U.S. antarctic research, 1974-1975 austral summer
This is the 10th annual Antarctic Journal of the
United States review of the previous austral summer's

U.S.-related field activities in Antarctica. The 57
science papers in this issue, written by principal
investigators or their field representatives, bring to
442 the number of similar papers that have appeared on these pages during the AntarcticJournal's
10 years of publication. Also in each year's review
issue, papers have discussed logistics and other support that enabled the science projects to take place;
six logistics papers are in this year's review.
The number of science papers generally has
grown with each passing year: 36 appeared in the
uly/August 1966 Antarctic Journal. The number of
apers contributed or coauthored by non-U.S. oranizations affiliated with the U.S. program has
rown faster: an average of 2.8 such papers apeared in each of the first five review issues, while
n average of 11.4 have appeared in each of the
econd five review issues.
These simple statistics suggest, if they do not conrm, that more science is being performed in Antrctica with each succeeding year. They also suggest
hat international cooperation in Antarctica is helpng to increase the production of scientific results.
hey lead one to make expansive statements,
among them that the Antarctic Treaty, which entered into force in 1961 and which specifically encourages international cooperation in the peaceful
pursuit of science, works.
International cooperation in Antarctica takes
several forms, many illustrated in this issue. There
ire formal arrangements, such as the Dry Valley
Drilling Project (pages 166-177), which bind nations
in a single complex or technological task, each
contributing different talents. There is less formal
pooling of scientific talent to scrutinize a particular
geographic area during an intensive logistics presence; the Ross Ice Shelf Project (pages 146-155) is
an example. Individual scientists or small groups
from two or more countries may focus their talents
on a specific problem: a senior Soviet geologist
working with geologists from the University of
Maine participated in the work reported on page
160. And, of course, investigators simply use facilities of another nation's station; examples appear on
pages 130 and 159.
International cooperation is effective in resupply
nd in such ventures as research ship operation.
Argentine operation of the U.S. research ship
Itanin (now Islas Orcadas) is an example (see page
141); British resupply of the U.S. station Palmer on
uly/August 1975

the Antarctic Peninsula is another (see page 199).
Often budgetary limitations in participating nations
have hastened international arrangements; the resulting friendly and productive ties are no less real.
Readers are reminded that these reports were
prepared shortly after the return of investigators
from the field and that they are not intended to
disseminate final research results. Final results are
likely to appear in standard, refereed journals.
In addition to research reported on the following pages, other U.S. projects took place in the
1974-1975 austral summer season. They were:
"transfer of organochloride pollutants to antarctic

Average U.S. antarctic station populations,
1974-1975 austral summer.*
Station
Byrd
McMurdo
Palmer
Siple
South Pole
Totals:

Military**

Civilian***

6
598
0
0
10
614

0
169
10
10
61
250

Total
6
767
10
10
71
864

*Highest summer populations were: Byrd, 7; McMurdo,
838; Palmer, 26; Siple, 26; South Pole, 87. "Includes
civilian employees of the military organizations involved.
***Includes civilian support employees of Holmes and
Narver, Inc.

ecosystems" (Robert Risebrough, Bodega Bay Institute of Pollution Ecology, NSF grant o pp 74-21254),
"genetic studies on adaptation in Belgica antarctica"
(William R. Atchley, Department of Biology, Texas
Tech University, NSF grant o pp 72-00475), "seismic
reflection and refraction studies of McMurdo
Sound" (H. K. Wong, Department of Geology,
Northern Illinois University, NSF contract C-642),
and "solar electric power monitoring" (Joseph W.
Lindmayer, Solarex Corporation, NSF grant GI43090).
As in past years, the September/October and
November/December issues of A ntarctic Journal will
contain reviews of year-round field activities and
Stateside research and support activities.
—Guy G. GUTHRIDGE
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